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The following curriculum was developed to model science curriculum supporting the use of newly constructed 
school buildings as a teaching tool. The green features of the school buildings were designed with LEED 
components which minimize the district’s impact on the local environment. The activities featured in this curriculum 
align with Ohio’s New Learning Standards and the science curriculum adopted by Lancaster City Schools Board of 
Education in June of 2011.  
 
 
The building features highlighted in this curriculum include:  
 

 
Green Space  

Recycling  

Recycled Materials  

Forest Steward Certified Wood  

Low Flow Water Fixtures  

High SRI Roofing  

Low Volatile Content Paint  

Stormwater Management  

Energy Star Equipment  

 

 

Materials supporting Acoustical Management  

Wastewater Treatment  

Room Occupancy Sensors  

Water Efficient Landscaping  

Minimally Invasive Site Design to Protect Local 
Habitats  
 
Technological Systems to Promote Safety  

Energy Efficient Heating and Cooling Systems  

Indoor Air Filtration  

High Energy Efficient Windows 
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Sixth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic: Rocks, Minerals and Soil  
This topic focuses on the study of rocks, minerals and soil, which make up the lithosphere. Classifying and 
identifying different types of rocks, minerals and soil can decode the past environment in which they formed. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 
● Minerals have specific, quantifiable 

properties.  
 

● Igneous, metamorphic and 
sedimentary rocks have unique 
characteristics that can be used for 
identification and/or classification.  
 

● Igneous, metamorphic and 
sedimentary rocks form in different 
ways. 
  

● Soil is unconsolidated material that 
contains nutrient matter and 
weathered rock.  
 

● Rocks, mineral and soils have 
common and practical uses. 

Dig This! Erosion Investigation  
five activities in one inquiry. In How Does Erosion 
Affect My World?students identify erosion problems at 
their school. In What Are the Different Kinds of 
Erosion? students investigate splash, wind, and fluvial 
(water) erosion through classroom activities. In 
Becoming an Erosion Expert students research 
erosion in-depth. In How Can We Solve Erosion 
Problems? students work in teams to create proposed 
solutions to schoolyard erosion problems. In Taking 
Action on Erosion student proposals selected through 
peer and teacher review are submitted to various 
community groups so that volunteers, advice, and 
materials can be gathered to complete the Action Plan. 
The Family Page extends this learning by inviting parents 
to facilitate home and community observations, 
discussion, and action related to erosion. 
2. Growing A Garden (PBS) 

● ensures healthy, organic produce 
● is sustainable and nourishes the soil 
● reduces the impact of transporting produce 

globally 
● encourages our school to compost 
● encourages our school to collect and reuse 

rainwater 
● promotes healthy eating for our children 

● Minimally Invasive Site 
Design to Protect Local 
Habitats  
 

● Wastewater Treatment  

● Green Space  
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Sixth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic: Cellular to Multicellular  
This topic focuses on the study of the basics of Modern Cell Theory. All organisms are composed of cells, which are the fundamental unit of 
life. Cells carry on the many processes that sustain life. All cells come from pre-existing cells. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● Cells are the fundamental unit of 
life.  
 

● All cells come from pre-existing 
cells.  
 

● Cells carry on specific functions 
that sustain life.  
 

● Living systems at all levels of 
organization demonstrate the 
complementary nature of structure 
and function. 

It's a Small World After All! (Pond Microcosms) 

It's a Small World After All! is actually two activities in one 
inquiry. In How Much Biodiversity Exists in a Pond 
Microcosm? students use microscopes to investigate the 
diversity of life that exists in pond water. In What Is the 
Effect of Rice on Microcosm Biodiversity? students 
conduct a controlled investigation to study the effect of a 
pollutant (rice) on a microcosm ecosystem. 

Note: The best time to start this inquiry is either 
September or May, when pond ecosystems are at their 
most active levels during the school year. 

 

● Water Efficient Landscaping  
 

● Minimally Invasive Site 
Design to Protect Local 
Habitats 
 

● Recycling  
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Sixth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic: Matter and Motion  
This topic focuses on the study of foundational concepts of the particulate nature of matter, linear motion, and kinetic and potential energy. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● Matter has mass, volume and 
density and is made up of particles 
called atoms.  

● Elements are a class of 
substances composed of a single 
kind of atom.  

● Molecules are the combination of 
two or more atoms that are joined 
together chemically. 

What's the Matter with My Jell-O? 

Students work in teams of four as they conduct four 
controlled Jell-O experiments over a two-day period. 
Styrofoam, sugar, salt, and room temperature treatments 
are compared to control Jell-O to investigate the effect of 
these treatments on the phase change of Jell-O from 
liquid to solid (freezing point). The Take It Further section 
explores the environmental pros and cons of using salt 
(one of the Jell-O treatments) to improve roadway safety. 
The Family Page extends this learning to the community 
by providing families with challenges to explore at home. 

MIT-The Future of Strategic Natural Resources 

The list of environmental concerns that can be connected 
with rare earth elements is not a 

brief one. Throughout the cycle of mining processes that 
rare earth elements go through, there is potential for 
negative effects on the environment. Extracting rare 
earth elements begins with mining. This is followed by 
the refining process, and then disposal. All of the stages 
of mining, refining, and disposal come with unique 
issues. 

● Technological Systems to 
Promote Safety  
 

● Indoor Air Filtration  

● Recycling  
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http://web.mit.edu/12.000/www/m2016/finalwebsite/problems/environment.html


 

Seventh Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic: Cycles and Patterns of Earth and the Moon  
This topic focuses on Earth’s hydrologic cycle, patterns that exist in atmospheric and oceanic currents, the relationship between thermal 
energy and the currents, and the relative position and movement of the Earth, sun and moon. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● The hydrologic cycle illustrates the 
changing states of water as it 
moves through the lithosphere, 
biosphere, hydrosphere and 
atmosphere.  

● Thermal-energy transfers in the 
ocean and the atmosphere 
contribute to the formation of 
currents, which influence global 
climate patterns.  

● The atmosphere has different 
properties at different elevations 
and contains a mixture of gases 
that cycle through the lithosphere, 
biosphere, hydrosphere and 
atmosphere.  

● The relative patterns of motion and 
positions of Earth, moon and sun 
cause solar and lunar eclipses, 
tides and phases of the moon.  

● The relative positions of Earth and 
the sun cause patterns we call 
seasons. 

Global Warming Project 

By the end of this lesson, students will:  
1. Form definitions of the greenhouse effect based on 
prior knowledge, class discussion, and viewing diagrams.  
2. Participate in group brainstorming sessions and class 
discussions related to the impact of the greenhouse 
effect and global warming.  
3. Analyze global warming diagrams and resources to 
obtain a clear understanding of this scientific process.  
4. Hypothesize about the effects of global warming on 
the climate and the world's populations.  
5. Conduct research using a variety of primary sources to 
explore perspectives in the global warming debate.  
6. Complete a Venn Diagram that compares various 
points of view on global warming issues.  
7. Take a position on global warming and support this 
viewpoint with reasons, facts, and examples gathered 
during lesson activities.  
8. Create a project that supports their point of view about 
global warming issues.  
 

Water Cycle (Water Pollution)  
The Water Cycle inquiry is actually five activities in one. 
In How Can You Make a Model of the Water 
Cycle?,students work in teams to create water cycle 
models using two-liter bottles. In What Can the Internet 
Teach You about the Water Cycle?, students use 
interactive Internet resources to introduce water cycle 
concepts. In What Are the Processes of the Water 
Cycle?, students label their water cycle models in order 
to make a concrete connection to water cycle processes. 

● Low Flow Water Fixtures  
 

● High SRI Roofing 
  

● Low Volatile Content Paint  
 

● Stormwater Management 
  

● Energy Star Equipment 
  

● Energy Efficient Heating and 
Cooling Systems  
 

● Wastewater Treatment  

● Water Efficient Landscaping  
 

● High Energy Efficient 
Windows 
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https://www-tc.pbs.org/now/classroom/global-warming-lesson-plan.pdf
http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/scienceforohio/Water1/index.html


In How Does Water Cycle on the Earth?, students 
learn the nine major locations of water on the planet by 
playing an interactive game. In How Can Pollution Get 
into the Water Cycle?, students explore the effect of 
pollution in the water cycle by observing a "chemical" as 
it travels through the water cycle model. This activity also 
utilizes the literature integration of A River Ran Wild by 
Lynne Cherry. The Family Page extends this learning to 
the community by providing families with challenges to 
explore at home. 
 

Using Heat from the Sun 
Students discuss where energy comes from, including 
sources such as fossil fuels, nuclear and renewable 
technologies such as solar energy. After this initial 
exploration, students investigate the three main types of 
heat transfer: convection, conduction and radiation. 
Students learn how properties describe the ways 
different materials behave, for instance whether they are 
insulators or conductors. Students complete a crossword 
puzzle to reinforce their vocabulary in this content area. 
This prepares the class focuses on the acquisition and 
storage of energy through the design, construction and 
testing of a fully functional solar oven (the associated 
activity). 
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Seventh Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic: Cycles of Matter and Flow of Energy  
This topic focuses on the impact of matter and energy transfer within the biotic component of ecosystems. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● Energy flows and matter is 
transferred continuously from one 
organism to another and between 
organisms and their physical 
environments.  
 

● In any particular biome, the 
number, growth and survival of 
organisms and populations depend 
on biotic and abiotic factors.  

Wetlands Are Wonderlands! 
Wetlands Are Wonderlands! is actually five activities in one 
inquiry. In How Does Energy Travel Through Food Chains?, 
students use an Online Wetlands Ecosystem image to 
hypothesize food chain relationships within a wetland. In How 
Does Energy Travel through Food Webs?, students take the 
Food Chains activity one step further by creating, in teams, 
food webs that describe interdependence within a wetland 
ecosystem. In Can ONE change in a Food Web Affect the 
Entire Community?, students explore the story Wolf Island by 
Celia Godkin to better understand how one change in a food 
web can be felt throughout the community. In What Is the 
Pyramid of Energy?, students are introduced to the Pyramid 
of Energy. They learn how to identify consumer levels within a 
food chain/web. They also learn that most of the energy at 
each level is used for life processes and is not available to be 
passed on to the next level of consumer. In What Is the Role 
of Energy and Matter in an Ecosystem?, students learn that 
although an ecosystem constantly recycles its matter, it must 
also constantly receive new energy to remain in balance. In 
How Do Humans Fit into the Pyramid of Energy?, students 
connect the foods they eat to the Pyramid of Energy in order to 
discover their consumer level. 

Human Impact on Ecosystems 
 In this unit, you and your students will use resources, 
documents and photographs from the Ford Rouge Factory 
Tour to explore the overarching question, What role should 
citizens have in the restoration of an ecosystem? Students will 
also make relevant connections between historical and 
modern-day stewardship of the environment and their own 
lives today. 
 

● Minimally Invasive Site 
Design to Protect Local 
Habitats  
 

● Water Efficient Landscaping  
 

● Green Space  
 

● Recycling 
  

● Recycled Materials  
 

● Forest Steward Certified 
Wood  
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http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/scienceforohio/Wetlands/index.html
https://www.thehenryford.org/docs/default-source/default-document-library/default-document-library/humanimpactteacherpacket.pdf?sfvrsn=0


 

Seventh Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic:  Conservation of Mass and Energy  
This topic focuses on the empirical evidence for the arrangements of atoms on the Periodic Table of Elements, conservation of mass and 
energy, transformation and transfer of energy. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● Elements can be organized by 
properties.  
 

● Matter can be separated or 
changed, but in a closed system, 
the number and types of atoms 
remains constant. 
 

● Energy can be transformed or 
transferred but is never lost. 
 

● Energy can be transferred through 
a variety of ways. 

What's the Matter with My Orange? 
This center allows students to use oranges to informally 
explore decomposition, dehydration, fermentation, the 
water cycle, bacteria, yeast, food webs, the needs of 
living things, and physical vs. chemical change over a 
period of three or more months. 
Note: This investigation will require a minimal classroom 
time commitment and will therefore be implemented in 
the midst of other classroom science activities. 

Build a Better Lunchbox 
Find out how to create and test an insulated lunch box. 
Experiment with the design process and conducting heat 
in this activity from Design Squad Nation. 
 

● Technological Systems to 
Promote Safety  
 

● Energy Efficient Heating and 
Cooling Systems 
  

● Energy Star Equipment  
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http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/scienceforohio/Orange/index.html
https://wosu.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/arct14.sci.dslunchb/build-a-better-lunchbox/


 

Eighth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic:  Physical Earth  
This topic focuses on the physical features of Earth and how they formed. This includes the interior of Earth, the rock record, plate tectonics 
and landforms. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● The composition and properties 
of Earth’s interior are identified 
by the behavior of seismic 
waves.  
 

● Earth’s lithosphere consists of 
major and minor tectonic plates 
that move relative to each other. 
  

● A combination of constructive 
and destructive geologic 
processes formed Earth’s 
surface. 
  

● Evidence of the dynamic 
changes of Earth’s surface 
through time is found in the 
geologic record. 

Swiss Alps Emergency Sled Design 
Students act as engineers to solve a hypothetical problem 
that has occurred in the Swiss Alps due to a seismic event. 
In research groups, students follow the steps of the 
engineering design process as teams compete to design 
and create small-size model sleds that can transport 
materials to people in distress who are living in the affected 
town. The sleds need to be able to carry various resources 
that the citizens need for survival as well as meet other 
design requirements 
 

Seismic Waves: How Earthquakes Move the Earth 
Students learn about the types of seismic waves produced 
by earthquakes and how they move the Earth. The 
dangers of earthquakes are presented as well as the 
necessity for engineers to design structures for 
earthquake-prone areas that are able to withstand the 
forces of seismic waves. Students learn how engineers 
build shake tables that simulate the ground motions of the 
Earth caused by seismic waves in order to test the seismic 
performance of buildings. 
 

Acid Mine Drainage Remediation 
In this video, an environmental technologist visits an 
abandoned coal mine in Kentucky to talk about how a 
remediation system (a series of settling ponds and treatmen
cells) is neutralizing the acid drainage from the mine and 
preventing damage to a creek downstream.  

 

● Technological Systems to 
Promote Safety  

 
● Minimally Invasive Site 

Design to Protect Local 
Habitats  
 

● Water Efficient Landscaping  
 

● Wastewater Treatment  
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https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/uod-2272-sled-design-challenge-earthquakes-emergency
https://www.teachengineering.org/lessons/view/cub_seismicw_lesson01
https://wosu.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/watsol.sci.ess.water.amdren/acid-mine-drainage-remediation/


 

 

Eighth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic:  Species and Reproduction  
This topic focuses on continuation of the species.  

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 

● Diversity of species, a result of 
variation of traits, occurs through 
the process of evolution and 
extinction over many 
generations. The fossil records 
provide evidence that changes 
have occurred in number and 
types of species.  
 

● Every organism alive today 
comes from a long line of 
ancestors who reproduced 
successfully every generation.  
 

● The characteristics of an 
organism are a result of inherited 
traits received from parent(s). 

Restoring San Francisco's Lost Manzanita | QUEST 

Explore how the San Francisco Botanical Garden is 
working to give manzanita a second chance. Learn about 
the Manzanita's history and anatomy, and hear an 
explanation for why the manzanita thrives in the Bay Area’s
unique climate, in this QUEST video from KQED. 

 

● Minimally Invasive Site 
Design to Protect Local 
Habitats  
 

● Water Efficient Landscaping  
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Eighth Grade LEED Curriculum Integration 

Topic:  Forces and Motion  
This topic focuses on forces and motion within, on and around the Earth and within the universe. 

Content Statements Activity Building LEED Feature 
● Objects can experience a force 

due to an external field such as 
magnetic, electrostatic, or 
gravitational fields. 
  

● Forces can act to change the 
motion of objects. 

Strength of Materials Lesson 

Students learn about the variety of materials used by engineers 
in the design and construction of modern bridges. They also find
out about the material properties important to bridge construction
and consider the advantages and disadvantages of steel and 
concrete as common bridge-building materials to handle 
compressive and tensile forces.This engineering curriculum 
meets Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). 

Engineering Connection 

When designing structures such as bridges, engineers carefully 
choose the materials by anticipating the forces the materials (the 
structural components) are expected to experience during their 
lifetimes. Usually, ductile materials such as steel, aluminum and 
other metals are used for components that experience tensile 
loads. Brittle materials such as concrete, ceramics and glass are 
used for components that experience compressive loads. 

 

 

 
● Technological Systems to 

Promote Safety  
 

● Recycled Materials  
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Resources 

PBS-Education: http://www.pbs.org/education/ ; http://www.pbs.org/now/classroom/ 

MIT The Future of Strategic Natural Resources: http://web.mit.edu/12.000/www/m2016/finalwebsite/index.html 

Science for Ohio: http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/scienceforohio/ 

Teaching Engineering: STEM for K-12 Education: https://www.teachengineering.org/ 

Ohio Science Learning Standards: 

http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFin

alStandards121018.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US 
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